The results of studies of the magnetic properties of thin films and multilayer structures based on FeM (where M = C о , Pt) obtained using 57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. It is shown that Mössbauer spectroscopy is a valuable method for the study of thin films and multilayer systems.
Introduction
Mössbauer spectroscopy is an informative method for investigating magnetism in ultra-thin films, interfaces, and multilayers. By observing magnetic hyperfine fields, we are able to confirm the existence of magnetic order, and estimate the size of local moment and the direction of magnetization. The transition temperature is determined from the temperature dependence of the hyperfine field. Due to the widespread use of films novel problems arise concerning the magnetism of ultra-thin films and interfaces. Most of the films contain ions of iron, and iron isotope 57 Fe is the most convenient for the Mössbauer study. However, the conventional Mössbauer spectroscopy is not applicable to the study of thin and ultra-thin films because of the smallness of the signal-to-noise ratio ю . Therefore, the magnetic thin films or multilayers are investigating using Mössbauer spectroscopy with the detection of conversion and Auger electrons (Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy (CEMS)) in the backscattering geometry. For studies on non-magnetic layers, 197 Au and 119 Sn are useful Mössbauer probes. In this paper are described several Mössbauer studies of thin and multilayer films FeM (where M = Co, Pt).
Experimental technique.
For measurements of the Mössbauer effect was used spectrometer in which е he reference signal of the motion system of the Doppler modulator had the form of a triangle in order to set the velocity with a constant acceleration.
In the measurements of the Mössbauer effect, the wave vector of the gamma-radiation from a
57
Co Mössbauer source in the rhodium matrix was directed along the normal to the surface of the film. The velocity scale of the spectrometer was calibrated using the α-Fe foil at room temperature. For a higher precision, the calibration was performed using a laser interferometer. The mathematical treatment of the Mössbauer spectra was carried out with a special program. This program makes it possible to determine the positions, amplitudes, and widths of the spectral lines from the Mössbauer spectra, and, then, from these data, to calculate the values of hyperfine interaction parameters: the effective magnetic fields at the nuclei of iron ions (H hf ), quadrupole splittings (ε), isomer chemical shifts (δ) and orientation of the magnetic moments. The direction of the magnetic moments is determined in Mössbauer spectroscopy from the ratio of the intensities of the second (fifth) and first (sixth) lines (A 2.5 /A 1.6 ) of the Zeeman sextuplet according to the formula
Here, θ is the angle determining the orientation of the effective magnetic field H hf (or the magnetic moment) at the nucleus of the Mössbauer isotope with respect to the direction of the wave vector of the γ-radiation.
Microstructure and Magnetic Properties of TbFeCo Films
Thermomagnetic or magnetooptical information recording has been widely used in long time data storage without power consumption. In order to considerably increase the magnetic information recording density, it was proposed [1] to switch over from the longitudinal type of recording, to the perpendicular when the film magnetization is oriented perpendicular to the film plane. Further increase of recording density, i.e., transition to ultrahigh density perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR), requires, however, development of new materials (see [2, 3] and references therein). Multilayer systems and Tb/Fe, Co/Pd, or Co/Fe based crystalline films are attracting broad interest [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Figure 1 and looks as typical spectra of amorphous alloys and consist of a set of absorption lines, which result from differences associated with a transition of the Mössbauer isotope
57
Fe from one site to another.
The MS of TbFeCo films presented in Figure 1a consist of broad Zeeman γ-ray absorption lines produced by iron ions in the magnetic phase. The intensities of the third MS lines are higher than those of the second ones, which implies the presence in the spectrum of additional (besides the Zeeman) lines. A mathematical analysis of the experimental spectra was carried out with the use of the specially developed program. Treatment of spectra of an amorphous substance starts with an analysis of the distribution of effective magnetic fields H hf generated by spatial inhomogeneities in the environment of the 57 Fe isotope. Next, one determines the distribution functions of the quadrupole splitting (ε) and chemical shifts (δ) under the assumption of a possible linear correlation between H hf and ε. Analysis of MS spectra revealed that the experimental spectra is described by partial spectra of two types.
Belonging to the first type are partial spectra featuring Zeeman splitting and describing the magnetic phase of the film. Spectra of the second type are paramagnetic spectra of iron ions in disordered state. The contribution of the first type lines is visualized by the shaded areas in Figure 1 and second type is shown in Figure 1 in black. As follows from the MS spectra of Figure 1 , the fraction of the magnetic phase makes up 94 ± 1%, and that of the paramagnetic one, 6 ± 1%. These results correlate with data obtained by X-ray diffraction. An analysis of the magnitude of ε and δ suggests that the paramagnetic component is due to iron in oxidized state. The experimental MS spectra were used to derive the distribution functions (DF) of H hf , ε and δ shown on Figure 2 and where we readily see that the DF for the magnetic phase are very narrow. This implies that H hf and ε, as well as H hf and δ parameters are only weakly correlated.
For Tb 30 Fe 60 Co 10 films deposited in a Kr atmosphere, the value of H hf corresponding to the maximum of the DF is 201 kOe, and the half-width of the p(H hf ) curve is 275.4 kOe. The maximum of the DF of the p(H hf ) effective fields in Tb 30 Fe 60 Co 10 films deposited in Xe lies at H hf ≈155.7 kOe, with the half-width of the p(H hf ) curve being 258.4 kOe. For Tb 30 Fe 60 Co 10 films deposited in Ar, the maximum of the p(H hf ) DF is shifted to substantially larger values than those characteristic of films deposited in the Kr and Xe atmospheres, and lies at 222.5 kOe. In these conditions, the half-width of the p(H hf ) distribution curve decreases substantially and reaches 125 kOe. For Tb 30 Fe 60 Co 10 films deposited in Xe, the p(H hf ) extremum peaks at close to H hf = 225 kOe, the value found for Tb(Fe,Co) 1.5 alloys featuring high magnetostriction, as well as to the position of the maximum at 210 kOe for amorphous TbFe2 alloys [9] . This position of the maximum, at H hf = 222.5 kOe, suggests strong 3d-3d exchange interaction. The magnetic moment of 3d ions (M 3d ) can be derived by scaling, assuming 〈H hf 〉 = 330 kOe and M 3d = 2.2 μB/atom for α-Fe. We thus come to M3d = 1.48 μB/atom. Such a large value of the room temperature magnetic moment of 3d ions suggests that the Co content in the alloy under consideration is large enough to sustain effective ferromagnetic interaction, and the concentration of Fe ions is high enough to induce a large magnetic moment. Mathematical analysis of MS of films revealed that for Tb 30 Fe 60 Co 10 films deposited in Kr or Xe atmosphere the A 2.5 / A 1.6 ratio is 0.047 ± 0.026. This value can be identified with three possible magnetic moment orientations: (1) average angle 〈θ〉 = 15°± 4°; (2) in the case of the equally probable, "umbrella" shaped angular distribution of magnetic moments the θ angle corresponding to the top of the "umbrella" is 21°± 6°; (3) the main 
Mössbauer studies of the Fe/FePt/Pt Multilayer System
Magnetic multilayer structures (MMS), which are important both in terms of theoretical investigations and for practical applications, have been intensively studied in recent years [11] . Great interest expressed by researchers in MMS is associated with the fact that they combine the properties of soft magnetic materials (large remanent magnetization) and hard magnetic materials (high coercivity), which has opened up new possibilities for a wide variety of applications. A great number of works have been devoted to the investigation of MMS; however, the record parameters predicted in 1993 have not yet been achieved. MMS have been used as information carriers with ultrahigh density PMR. For PMR, it is necessary to use magnetic films with a high coercivity Hc, perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, small grain sizes, and weak exchange interaction between the particles (see [11] and references therein).
The MMS based on films of the FePt alloy in the Ll 0 phase are very promising for the use in perpendicular magnetic recording, because they have a high uniaxial anisotropy energy (7×10 6 J/ m 3 ) [12, 13] , which is second only to the energy of more corrosive rare-earth metals [14] and makes it possible to overcome thermal fluctuations and a demagnetizing field, as well as to retain thermal stability of FePt grains even when their sizes reach 5 nm [15] . Furthermore, the FePt films possess a high coercivity [14] and an excellent corrosion resistance [16] . The complexity of using the FePt films lies in the fact that the FePt alloy films after deposition have a disordered face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. In order to transform this structure of the film into an ordered face-centered tetragonal (FCT) structure of the Ll 0 phase, the film must be annealed at a sufficiently high temperature (high than 500°C) [15] . However, this annealing results in an increase in the size of particles and, among them, there occurs a strong exchange interaction. In the FCT films of the FePt Ll 0 phase, the EMA (the C axis) in this case is not oriented perpendicular to the film plane and the magnetic anisotropy is very weak. This makes such materials unsuitable for the use in perpendicular magnetic recording. In recent years, a great number of studies have been aimed at designing and fabricating magnetic multilayer structures based on FePt films which would be suitable for the use in perpendicular magnetic recording (see [12, 17, 18] and references therein). Despite a large number of publications on the preparation of FePt films for the use in PMR, the design and fabrication of FePt films with the properties required for PMR remain important problems. It is necessary to develop new technologies for preparation of (001)-oriented FePt films of the Ll 0 phase for the use in PMR. In this part, we presents the Mössbauer investigations of the properties of the MMS based on the FePt films in the Ll 0 phase, which were prepared by radiofrequency magnetron sputtering with the subsequent annealing in an external magnetic field. It might be expected that, during the annealing in the Curie temperature range, the external magnetic field will act as a disturbance that orients the easy magnetization axis in the FePt films in a specified direction. Figure 3 shows the CEM spectra of the magnetic multilayer structure annealed at different temperatures in an external magnetic field of 3500 Oe, which were measured at room temperature. From the CEM spectra (Figure 3 ) with the use of the special program, we calculated the half-widths and intensities of the Mössbauer lines, as well as the hyperfine interaction parameters. From the analysis the spectra of the FePt films, we established that there are no lines in the range of "zero" velocities. This means that the iron ions in the FePt films are completely in the magnetically ordered state. No asymmetry of the Zeeman lines is observed in the spectrum, which also indicates that the film is single phase. The values of the quadrupole splitting (ε) are close to 0.3 mm/s correspond to the FePt films in the face-centered tetragonal phase, whereas the ε for the FePt films in the face-centered cubic phase are close to zero [16] . This implies that, after annealing in a magnetic field, only the facecentered tetragonal phase is observed in FePt films, while the facecentered cubic phase is absent. The half-widths of the spectral lines of the film are slightly larger than the half widths of the spectral lines of the foil of pure iron α -Fe (0.23 mm/s). This indicates that there is a small spread in the effective magnetic fields at the nuclei of iron ions. These fields in the FePt films annealed in a magnetic field are approximately equal to 280 kOe, which is somewhat less than the value of 330 kOe for pure iron. This is associated with the decrease of the effective fields due to the surrounding of the iron ions by the platinum ions in the FePt films.
The angles of deviation θ were calculated using the data of the mathematical treatment of the MS of the MMS presented in Figure 4 . The value of the angle θ can correspond to one of the three orientations of the magnetic moments: (i) it is the average angle, which summarizes the directions of the magnetic moments from the direction parallel to the surface normal of the film to the direction parallel to the surface of the film; (ii) it is the maximum angle in the case of its equiprobable distribution over the directions in the form of an "umbrella"; and (iii) the angle θ is the total angle for the magnetic moments of iron ions in the film, which are oriented perpendicular and parallel to the film surface. In the case of the magnetic multilayer structures under investigation, the most probable is the third variant, in which one part of the magnetic moments in the film is directed perpendicular to the film surface and the other part is oriented parallel to it. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the angle θ on the annealing temperature for the magnetic multilayer structures annealed for 60 min in an external magnetic field of 3500 Oe.
The ratio of the intensities of the (001) and (111) diffraction lines in X-ray diffraction patterns of the FePt films, which is designated as I (001) /I (111) , determines the degree of orientation of the [001] axis along the normal to the surface of the film, whereas the intensity ratio I (001) /I (002) indicates the degree of magnetic ordering of the films. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the intensity ratio I (001) /I (111) for the magnetic multilayer structure on the temperature of annealing in an external magnetic field. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the annealing at a temperature of 460°C for 60 min in an external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film surface leads to a sharp increase in the angle of deviation θ of the magnetic moments of the iron ions from the film plane and to a sharp increase in the ratio I (001) /I (111) . When the annealing temperature increases to 470°C, the angle θ and the ratio I (001) /I (111) have the maximum values; therefore, after the annealing at 470°C, the (001) texture in these films is predominant. A further increase in the annealing temperature to 490°C causes a decrease in the angle of deviation of the magnetic moments of the iron ions from the film plane and a decrease in the ratio I (001) /I (111) . It should be noted that there is a good agreement between the X-ray diffraction data and the results of the Mössbauer measurements.
The CEM spectra of the MMS annealed within different time intervals at 470°C are presented in Figure 5 . The intensities of the second and fifth lines of the MS, as can be seen from Figure 5 , decrease with an increase in the time of annealing of the magnetic multilayer structure in an external magnetic field. It means, as the annealing time increases from 60 to 120 min, the angle of deviation of the magnetic moments from the normal to the surface of the MMS decreases and the evolution of the texture of the annealed FePt films is closely related to the process of annealing. At annealing during 120 min in an external magnetic field the magnetic moments of the iron ions in the MMS are almost completely oriented along the surface normal of the film.
Effect of the CrW Sublayer on the Properties of Thin FePt Films
We note that Cr based alloys (CrX, X = Mo, Ru, W, V, Ti, etc.) enjoy wide use as a material for sublayers in commercial production of FePt films for "parallel" magnetic recording of information [19] [20] [21] . This stimulated attempts at preparing FePt films on a CrX substrate that would be suitable for PMR, but the FePt films thus obtained were characterized by arbitrary orientation of the C crystallographic axis. This advocates the need for development of methods to prepare FePt films on a CrX sublayer of (200) texture with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy as a problem of both purely scientific and practical interest. This part of study was aimed at study of highly textured FePt(001) films for PMR. This task was motivated by the fact that the lattice misfit between Cr(200) [110] and FePt(001)[100] is only 5.3%, providing grounds for our assumption that FePt films with (001) texture could be obtained by the deposition on a CrW substrate. It is addition of tungsten to the Cr sublayer that could increase slightly the lattice constant of BCC Cr and, thus, favor formation in FePt of the (001) texture driven by the tensile stresses along the a axis [22] . Besides, the melting temperature of tungsten is high enough for formation in the CrW sublayer of grains of a smaller size [21] , which likewise would favor formation in the FePt layer of smaller grains. Figure 6 shows the CEM spectra of FePt/Pt/Cr 100-x W x (0<x<25) MMS measured at room temperature. The CEM spectra consist of Zeemansplit lines of small width (about 0.28 mm/s). At close to zero velocities the spectra do not exhibit lines attributable to the presence in the films of iron ions residing in disordered state. As is seen from Figure 6 , the intensities of the second and fifth Zeeman splitting lines decrease with increasing W content, which argues for decreasing the inclination of the iron ion magnetic moments from the direction of propagation of the gamma radiation beam incident normal to the film surface plane. As the tungsten concentration in the Cr 100-x W x layer reaches 15 at %, a highly textured FePt(001) film of the FCT phase emerges. As the W content in the sublayer continues to increase, the intensities of the second and fifth Zeeman splitting lines rise sharply, which indicates an increase in the angle of inclination of the iron ion magnetic moments from the γ-ray beam direction. By fitting of MS was established that no lines in the region of close to zero velocities. This implies that all Fe ions in the FePt films reside in a magnetically ordered state. There is no asymmetry in the Zeeman lines of the spectrum, which likewise argues for the films being single phase. The values of quadrupole splittings (ε) derived from the MS ( Figure 6 ) by mathematical treatment were found to be close to 0.3 mm/s. Such ε values characterize FePt films in the FCT phase, whereas the values of ε found for the FCC state in FePt are close to zero [22] . This implies that the only phase persisting in FePt films after annealing in a magnetic field is the FCT, with no FCC phase present. The line half widths of the film spectra (0.28 mm/s) are slightly larger than those of the spectrum of a α-Fe foil (0.23 mm/s). This suggests the presence of small scatter of effective magnetic fields on the iron ion nuclei, which is characteristic of thin films. The effective magnetic moments on the iron ion nuclei in FePt films annealed in magnetic field are approximately 280 kOe, which is slightly less than 330 kOe, the value for pure iron. This can be assigned to the decrease of effective fields created by Pt ions in the iron ion environment in FePt films. The data derived by mathematical treatment from MS displayed in Figure 6 were used to calculate the inclination angles θ. The value of the θ angle can be identified with one of the three versions of magnetic moment orientation: (1) angle 〈θ〉 averaged over magnetic moment directions from parallel to the film surface normal to parallel to the film surface; (2) maximum value of the angle, if it is distributed in direction with equal probability, "umbrella" type; and (3) the θ angle is a sum for the iron ion magnetic moments in the film oriented perpendicular and normal to the film surface. In the case of the MMS studied, the most probable is the third version, in which part of the magnetic moments in the film is oriented perpendicular, and the remainder, parallel to the film surface. Figure 7 presents the dependences of the angle θ and the intensity ratio I (001) /I (111) of the X-ray diffraction lines on the W content in the Cr 100-x W x sublayer for the FePt/Pt/Cr 100-x W x .
As is seen from Figure 7 , the magnetic moment inclination angle decreases with increasing W content, with increasing W content, while the calculated from X-rays diffraction pattern ratio I (001) /I (111) grows while the ratio grows. After the tungsten concentration in the Cr 100-x W x sublayer has reached 15 at %, the θ angle becomes minimal, and the I (001) /I (111) ratio, maximal. This means that the film deposited on the Cr 85 W 15 sublayer is highly textured FePt(001) of the FCT phase. As the concentration of W ions in the Cr 100-x W x sublayer continues to increase, the inclination angle of the iron ion magnetic moments from the γ-ray beam direction rises sharply, and the I(001) line in the X-ray diffraction pattern practically disappears. Note the good agreement between the data obtained in X-ray structural analysis and Mössbauer measurements, which suggest that the W ion concentration in the Cr 100-x Wx sublayer optimal for obtaining MMS based on the L1 0 FePt phase and with the orientation of the easy magnetization axis close to the surface normal is 15 at %. 
